SCHEDULE A RATES

1. The Local rate for any and all Collect Calls will be $2.29 for 15 Minutes.

2. The Local rate for any and all Pre-Paid calls will be $2.00 for 15 Minutes.

3. The Intralata rate for any and all Collect Calls will be $2.80 connect charge and $.16 per minute up to 15 Minutes.

4. The Intralata rate for any and all Pre-Paid calls will be $3.50 connect charge and $.00 per minute up to 15 Minutes.

5. The Interlata rate for any and all Collect Calls will be $3.95 connect charge and $.59 per minute up to 15 Minutes.

6. The Interlata rate for any and all Pre-Paid Calls will be $7.50 connect charge and $.00 per minute up to 15 Minutes.

7. The Interstate rate for any and all Collect Calls will be $3.95 connect charge and $.89 per minute up to 15 Minutes.

8. The Interstate rate for any and all Pre-Paid Call will be $7.50 connect charge and $.00 per minute up to 15 Minutes.

9. The International rate for any and all Pre-Paid Call will be $10.00 connect charge and $.00 per minute up to 15 Minutes.

******Call Rates shown do not include a pass through of Local, County, State and Federal Taxes, and mandated Universal Service Fund Fees

2 lobby kiosk(s)
book kiosk(s)

130 inmate phones(s)
a
92 Law Enforcement Center
23 Jail Work Center
15 Juvenile Justice Center

# video visitation station(s)b,c # - not to exceed 40

a Come with English, Spanish and Russian language capabilities, as of Effective Date.
b Come with English and Spanish language capabilities, as of the Effective Date.
c Telmate has plans to develop Russian language capabilities, after the Effective Date.